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Edgar,
Hope all is well.
In a conversation with Scott Maloni of Poseidon as well as OCWD staff, they pointed out that in our
Ocean Desalination Section, describing the Huntington Beach Project, that we don’t have an
estimated on-line date of production for their project (assuming they have all permits and
agreements are in place). So, they respectfully asked that MWDOC in its 2020 UWMP as well as
asked if MET in its UWMP add this on-line date. Attached for your review and edit is language we
plan to add to our UWMP related an on-line date.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Harvey
MWDOC

MWDOC 2020 Urban Water Management Plan

Developing local supplies within MET's service area is part of their IRP goal of improving water supply
reliability in the region. Creating new local supplies reduce pressure on imported supplies from the SWP
and Colorado River.
On May 6th, 2015, the SWRCB approved an amendment to the state’s Water Quality Control Plan for the
Ocean Waters of California (California Ocean Plan) to address effects associated with the construction
and operation of seawater desalination facilities (Desalination Amendment). The amendment supports the
use of ocean water as a reliable supplement to traditional water supplies while protecting marine life and
water quality. The California Ocean Plan now formally acknowledges seawater desalination as a
beneficial use of the Pacific Ocean and the Desalination Amendment provides a uniform, consistent
process for permitting seawater desalination facilities statewide.
If the following projects are developed, MET's imported water deliveries to Orange County could be
reduced. These projects include the Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Project and the Doheny
Desalination Project.

6.7.1

Ocean Water Desalination

6.7.1.1

Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Plant

Poseidon Resources LLC (Poseidon), a private company, is developing the Huntington Beach Seawater
Desalination Project to be co-located at the AES Power Plant in the City of Huntington Beach along
Pacific Coast Highway and Newland Street. The proposed project would produce up to 50 MGD
(56,000 AFY) of drinking water to provide approximately 10 percent of Orange County’s water supply
needs.
Over the past several years, Poseidon has been working with OCWD on the general terms and conditions
for selling the water to OCWD. Three general distribution options have been discussed with the agencies
in Orange County. The northern option proposes the water be distributed to the northern agencies closer
to the plant within OCWD’s service area with the possibility of recharging/injecting a portion of the product
water into the OC Basin. The southern option builds on the northern option by delivering a portion of the
product water through the existing OC-44 pipeline for conveyance to the south Orange County water
agencies. A third option is also being explored that includes all of the product water to be recharged into
the OC Basin. Currently, a combination of these options could be pursued.
The Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination project plant capacity of 56,000 AFY would be the single
largest source of new, local drinking water available to the region. In addition to offsetting imported
demand, water from this project could provide OCWD with management flexibility in the OC Basin by
augmenting supplies into the Talbert Seawater Barrier to prevent seawater intrusion.
In May 2015, OCWD and Poseidon entered into a Term Sheet that provided the overall partner structure
in order to advance the project. Based on the initial Term Sheet, which was updated in 2018, Poseidon
would be responsible for permitting, financing, design, construction, and operations of the treatment plant
while OCWD would purchase the production volume, assuming the product water quality and quantity
meet specific contract parameters and criteria. Furthermore, OCWD would then distribute the water in
Orange County using oneof the proposed distribution options described above.
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Currently, the project is in the regulatory permit approval process with the Regional Water Quality Control
Board and the California Coastal Commission. Once all of the required permits are approved, Poseidon
will then work with OCWD and interested member agencies in developing a plan to distribute the water.
Subsequent to the regulatory permit approval process, and agreement with interested parties, Poseidon
estimates that the project could be online as early as 2027.
Under guidance provided by DWR, the Huntington Beach Seawater Desalination Plant’s projected water
supplies are not included in Table 6-2 due to its current status within the criteria established by State
guidelines (DWR, 2020c).

6.7.1.2

Doheny Desalination Plant

SCWD is proposing to develop an ocean water desalination facility in Dana Point. SCWD intends to
construct a facility with an initial capacity of up to 5 million gallons per day (MGD). The initial up to 5 MGD
capacity would be available for SCWD and potential partnering water agencies to provide a high quality,
locally-controlled, drought-proof water supply. The desalination facility would also provide emergency
backup water supplies, should an earthquake, system shutdown, or other event disrupt the delivery of
imported water to the area. The Project would consist of a subsurface slant well intake system
(constructed within Doheny Beach State Park), raw (sea) water conveyance to the desalination facility
site (located on SCWD owned property), a seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination facility, brine
disposal through an existing wastewater ocean outfall, solids handling facilities, storage, and potable
water conveyance interties to adjacent local and regional distribution infrastructure.
The Doheny Ocean Desalination Project has been determined as the best water supply option to meet
reliability needs of SCWD and south Orange County. SCWD is pursuing the Project to ensure it meets
the water use needs of its customers and the region by providing a drought-proof potable water supply,
which diversifies SCWD’s supply portfolio and protects against long-term imported water emergency
outages and supply shortfalls that could have significant impact to our coastal communities, public health,
and local economy. Phase I of the Project (aka, the “Local” Project) will provide SCWD and the region
with up to 5 MGD of critical potable water supply that, together with recycled water, groundwater, and
conservation, will provide the majority of SCWD’s water supply through local reliable sources. An up to
15 MGD capacity project has been identified as a potential future “regional” project that could be phased
incrementally, depending on regional needs.
On June 27, 2019, SCWD certified the final EIR and approved the Project. The Final EIR included
considerable additional information provided at the request of the Coastal Commission and the Regional
Board, including an updated coastal hazard analysis, updated brine discharge modeling, and updated
groundwater modeling, updated hydrology analysis. The approval of the Project also included a
commitment to 100 percent carbon neutrality through a 100 percent offset of emissions through the
expansion of Project mitigation and use of renewable energy sources. SCWD is currently in the
permitting process and finalizing additional due diligence studies. If implemented, SCWD anticipates an
online date of 2025.
Under guidance provided by DWR, the Doheny Seawater Desalination Project’s projected water supplies
are not included in Table 6-9 due to its current status within the criteria established by State guidelines
(Urban Water Management Plan Guidebook 2020, 6-36).
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